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Keep track of your week with Susan Branch! Her classic water-colored design with hand-printed
quotes will keep your organized and be a beautiful addition to your Susan Branch collection.
Perfect for a desk, kitchen counter, or as a mousepad, the Susan Branch weekly desk pad is
7.75 x 7.75, non-dated, lined, has 52 weekly tear-off sheets and comes packaged in a poly bag.

About the AuthorPatricia Schultz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestsellers 1,000
Places to See Before You Die and 1,000 Places to See in the United States and Canada Before
You Die. A veteran travel journalist with 30 years of experience, she has written for guides such
as Frommer’s and Berlitz and periodicals including The Wall Street Journal and Travel Weekly,
where she is a contributing editor. She also executive-produced a Travel Channel television
show based on 1,000 Places to See Before You Die. Her home base is New York City.
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D. Rollins, “and this handy desk pad has her touches and is fun to use. All of Susan Branch's
Products are lovely, and this handy desk pad has her touches and is fun to use. The
watercolours she does have this sweet and charming flair that always bring a smile. I am
delighted as always. If you are unfamiliar with Susan's books, I encourage you to enjoy her
warmth and enthusiasm for her environment, food and travel. She is a delight!!”

Diane Blaser, “I love Susan Branch!. I love the illustrations of Susan Branch and this pad of
weekly sheets will help me keep track of how many books I read this year.”

E. A. Morrison, “Four Stars. a way to see your week”

kaif, “Weekly Desk Pad. For anyone that wants to be organized this is a pretty addition to one's
desk.  Susan Branch followers...You'll want this one!”

Judi Hennessy, “Handy dandy tablet. I love this desk pad. It's so handy to write out my weekly
schedule on Sunday.”

Beth Rainbow-Moonchild, “Five Stars. love it!”

The book by Patricia Schultz has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 12 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 52 pages
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
Dimensions: 7.76 x 7.76 x 0.38 inches
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